
Presentation of Indian maps  in the Overseas records office 
CAOM 

(XVIIth -XIXth centuries) 
  

Among the cartographic funds preserved at the Overseas records 
office, it is one which is characterized by its quality and its historical 
interest : it is the funds of the Deposit of the Fortifications of the 
Colonies. First of all, called since 1778 : Deposit of the maps and 
plans of the colonies, it gathers the whole of the graphic documents 
and memories produced by the military engineers concerning the 
French possessions, coming on the one time : of the Navy and the 
Colonies, on the other time : the directions of the local fortifications. It 
is under the terms of the decree of the 15 nivôse year VIII (1791) that 
it will take the name of Deposit of the Fortifications of the Colonies.  
    
I- Presentation of the funds of the DFC Indies  
    

The Deposit of Fortifications of the Colonies (D.F.C. Indies) 
devoted to the Eastern Indies,  Pondicherry, Chandernagor, Mahé, 
Yanaon and Karrikal is particularly remarkable, as well as quantitative 
point of view than quality.   It is an important unit representing more 
than 1600 parts inventoried as of the XIXth century, of which the 
inventory was published in 1998 by Alexis Rinckenbach, conservative 
at the CAOM, for the time.  (sight of the inventory1).    

  
-1 - Presentation of the inventory     
 

  The drawn up inventory reveals distinctly two parts and for each 
one of the funds considered : Eastern Indies, Pondicherry, 
Chandernagor, Mahé , Yanaon and Karrikal : the part of the memories 
by boxes and the part of the plans by holding account of the portfolios 
of arrangement by formats (roughly: A: for the large size higher than 
150 cm, b: for the average format between 80-120 cm and C for the 
small size lower than 80 cm). The classification of the parts was 
preserved uninterrupted as in the manuscript inventory of 1880 by 
topographic funds . The data base takes account of this classification 
whatever the part, however the plan carries the number of inventory 
                                                           
1 - cover: Particular plan of  fort Louis of Pondicherry 26DFC10A 



followed by the letter of format whereas the report only carries the 
number of inventory.   
   

 -2 - Presentation of the memories   
   
The memories annotated2 are the manuscript parts been 

enclosing in the sendings of plans to the deposit of the maps and plans 
of the colony since 1778, then with the deposit of the maps and plans 
of the Navy and the colonies since 1791. One finds them in the 
portfolios made up such as the inventory of 1880 allows it to us: they 
are as well correspondences of the engineers of the fortifications of 
Pondicherry with the council higher of the city or the Company from 
the Indies in Paris, which correspondence with the Minister in 
Versailles3, which technical notes necessary to the realization of the 
projects4, reports of military compaing, reports historical reporting the 
conflicts with Holland or England5, of the memories devoted to the 
trade with Europe, etc… 

     
 [To be noted : only one report on Goa and Portuguese 

possessions, “Description of Goa and Karwar; project of perpetual 
alliance enters France and Portugal in India, 1775”:25 DFC172bis.]   

   
-3 - Presentation of the plans  
 
These remarkable plans, are drawn up by the military engineers 

and king's geographers, all former disciples of Vauban, to have 
practised and have integrated the techniques of fortifications 
installation by this one. The plans handwritten for the majority, often 
watercolours, are pen-and-ink drawing and with the washing, or then 
engraved maps, the drawings of architecture are neat for their 
technical precision, the sights of the cities are like photographs of the 
time, the profiles and the cuts watercolours or shading to show the 
modifications and final improvements brought to the preliminary 
                                                           
2 - note on the town of Goudelour to the English, coast of Coromandel by Lafitte de Brassier, [ca1780] memory 
25DFC279 accompanying the plan 25DFC281A  
3 - memory presented at the Minister for the Navy to be used for the article of the peace treaty June 26, 1782 
[treated of Versailles signed in September 1783] 25DFC51 
4 - estimate of all the works of the citadel projected to make in the southern part of Pondichery by Sornay, 
February 4, 1754, 26DFC65 
5 - historical memory from what appended between 1750-1754, 25DFC32 



drafts, fall down them kind of modifying paper also come to bring 
other modifying or explanatory information to the project. Here are 
some examples6.   

    
  -4 - Conservation of the funds and digitalization    
   
This funds is preserved in the map library of the CAOM, it is 

now preserved in its totality. All the plans were restored and 
reconditioned, encapsulation was done in small pockets mylar 
carrying a readable dimension, then the arrangement was done flat as 
far as possible in adapted pieces of furniture. However the originals  
will only seldom have left for the consultation, they could possibly be 
the subject of a loan for exposure, provided that all the guarantees as 
regards museography are respected: insurance, conditions of safety, 
conservation and exposure, according to our schedule of conditions.       

The photographic laboratory of the CAOM as soon as 2000, had 
undertaken to constitute a collection of ektachromes of substitution, 
being able to be used for the reproduction, thus digitalization could be 
done starting from these transparencies especially when they were the 
large sizes.       

The access on line henceforth makes it possible to consult this 
unit easily. The high definition which was selected facilitates the 
reading as for the location and the names of the cities, with the detail 
of certain drawings, the precision of the line for the pen and ink 
drawing, one can only assess the quality of work thus viewed.    This 
unit or prestigious collection whose quality is not any more to show, 
now only remains pilot of a colonial, administrative architecture and 
military in India during the french period, mainly for XVIIIth century 
. 

       

                                                           
6 - watercolours drawings of buildings, cross section  and rises: Hotel of the government of Pondicherry. 
26DFC85A and 87A, 653A, Law courts of Pondicherry.26DFC654B, Prison of Chaudrie in Pondicherry 
26DFC655B, Hospital of Pondicherry. 26DFC25A, Royal door of the fort Louis in Pondichery.26DFC10terC  
-plan of the town of Surate and the French garden 25DFC162B, Citadel of Surate in 1777 25 DFC164C, plan 
and seen town of Cochain 25DFC198B, plan of Madras and fort St George 25 DFC297A, and 25DFC289B, 
plan of Madraspatnam 25DFC287A, plan of fort Williams and black city (Calcuta) 25 DFC361A, plan of 
Pondicherry 26DFC29A, 558A, 559A, distribution of the grounds of the place of Pondicherry 26DFC504B 
-vue of Stadt Colombe 25DFC213B, vue of stadt Negepatnam 25DFC239B, vue of Trisir-with-Pally 
25DFC234C, vue of lodge of Chandernagor 27DFC5B    
-drawings: New method to strengthen the places 26DFC514C   
- engraved map of Pondichéry 26DFC32A 



 II Other cartographic documents:  
   
  -1 - A collection of watercolours, drawings of architect, is in 

the funds of   the 3th Indies Compagny  (ref. 8AQ3867). It contains 
some plans and drawings similar to those drawn up by the King’s 
engineers in the DFC Eastern Indies. They are the principal forts and 
pagodas in the Eastern Indies (Malabars coast) which are represented, 
to note : a plan of Gorée! Some are not titled but one finds a table of 
references, some plans are missing ; they were extracted to appear in 
the French Historic Museum in Paris (there remain the "phantoms" 
about it).   

   
 -2 - A treaty of poliorcetic or art to besiege the cities, 

manuscript plans heading “Plans of   fortifications for Fort Saint-
David " approximately from the medium of XVIIIth century. It is an 
isolated document, acquired in auction-room by the National Archives 
a few years ago (ref. 37APOM18). This document is to be brought 
closer the plans of the Fort Saint-David of the DFC Eastern Indies : 
25DFC276A, 277A, 278C between 1754 and 1758. It is supposed to 
have belonged to an Auctioneer “Emile Appavou” of Pondicherry 
since the oval stamp attests it thus, showing  the date April 13, 1916.  
This treaty contains a lexicon in French and in tamoul, it is entirely 
made up of illustrations: circumvallations, military scenes of battles, 
pieces of artillery, drawings of strengthened places etc… This 
document is very interesting and curious by its small size and oblong 
format, entirely handwritten in French and tamoul, but unfortunately 
in very bad condition. Currently the laboratory of restoration of the 
CAOM proceeds to a complete treatment of the binding and body of 
work by disinfection initially, and doubling of the layers damaged 
with a filling of the gaps if possible. Digitalization was done before 
restoration.  

    
 -3 - In map library, some other plans concerning India are with 

dimensions in series   PL (series by dimensions). They were digitized 
with an aim of bringing a complement to the project. Some are 
extracted from files coming from funds repatriated from the French 
                                                           
7 - 8AQ386: to see the CD 2 or 3 folios 95,109,110,111 etc… 
8 - 37APOM1: to see CD drawings starting from the f°89, 90, 95,109,110,111, etc… 



Establishments in India like pertaining to the series C from the funds 
of the lodge9 for example, or others entered by extraordinary way 
(purchases or gifts10). 

                                                           
9-  plans of the funds of the lodges (C3 and C4) of Balassore: 1PL657 and 1PL658, of Calicut: 2PL532. 
10 - plan of fort Saint-George during the old war 7 years 1PL1995, plan of Gyria and plan of the fortification of 
the isle of Goulaba near Bombay 1PL1996  


